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Organizations increasingly need to deal with unstructured processes that traditional business process management (BPM) suites
are not designed to deal with. High-risk, yet high-value, loan origination or credit approvals, police investigations, and healthcare
patient treatment are just a few examples of areas where a level of uncertainty makes outc
Reap the benefits of increased ROI by integrating Service-Oriented Design principles and XML Web services into your IT
infrastructure.
Software services are established as a programming concept, but their impact on the overall architecture of enterprise IT and
business operations is not well-understood. This has led to problems in deploying SOA, and some disillusionment. The SOA
Source Book adds to this a collection of reference material for SOA. It is an invaluable resource for enterprise architects working
with SOA.The SOA Source Book will help enterprise architects to use SOA effectively. It explains: What SOA is How to evaluate
SOA features in business terms How to model SOA How to use The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF™) for SOA
SOA governance This book explains how TOGAF can help to make an Enterprise Architecture. Enterprise Architecture is an
approach that can help management to understand this growing complexity.
Learn to build and implement a robust Oracle E-Business Suite system using the new release, EBS 12.2. This hands-on, realworld guide explains the rationale for using an Oracle E-Business Suite environment in a business enterprise and covers the major
technology stack changes from EBS version 11i through R12.2. You will learn to build up an EBS environment from a simple
single-node installation to a complex multi-node high available setup. Practical Oracle E-Business Suite focuses on release R12.2,
but key areas in R12.1 are also covered wherever necessary. Detailed instructions are provided for the installation of EBS R12.2
in single and multi-node configurations, the logic and methodology used in EBS patching, and cloning of EBS single-node and
complex multi-node environments configured with RAC. This book also provides information on FMW used in EBS 12.2, as well as
performance tuning and EBS 12.2 on engineered system implementations. What You Will Learn:/bbr/pdivp/pulliUnderstand Oracle
EBS software and the underlying technology stack componentsbr/liliInstall/configure Oracle E-Business Suite R12.2 in simple and
HA complex setupsbr/liliManage Oracle EBS 12.2br/liliUse online patching (adop) for Installation of Oracle EBS patchesbr/liliClone
an EBS environment in simple and complex configurationsbr/liliPerform and tune Oracle EBS in all layers
(Application/DB/OS/NW)br/liliSecure E-Business Suite R12.2br/li/ul/divbrbWho This Book Is For:/bp/pp/pp/pp/pp/pp/p Developers,
data architects, and data scientists looking to integrate the most successful big data open stack architecture and how to choose
the correct technology in every layer
Use this comprehensive guide to get started with the Oracle Cloud Free Tier. Reading this book and creating your own application
in the Free Tier is an excellent way to build familiarity with and expertise in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. Even better is that the Free
Tier by itself is capable enough and provides all the ingredients needed for you to create secure and robust, multi-tiered web
applications of modest size. Examples in this book introduce the broad suite of Always Free options that are available from Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure. You will learn how to provision autonomous databases and autonomous Linux compute nodes. And you will
see how to use Terraform to manage infrastructure as code. You also will learn about networking options and application
deployment, including how to create and deploy public-facing Application Express solutions and three-tier web applications on a
foundation of Oracle REST Data Services. The book also includes a solid introduction to predictive analytics through Oracle
Machine Learning Notebooks and Apache Zepplin. Cloud computing is a strong industry trend. Mastering the content in this book
leaves you well-positioned to make the transition into providing and supporting cloud-based applications and databases. You will
have the knowledge and skills that you need to deploy modest applications along with a growing understanding of Oracle’s Cloud
platform that will serve you well as you go beyond the limits of the Always Free options and take full advantage of all that Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure can offer. What You Will Learn Know which resources are available for free forever from Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Host, manage, and monitor web applications using the freely available components Provision and manage
Autonomous Databases and Autonomous Linux Compute Nodes Perform rudimentary predictive analytics using Oracle Machine
Learning Notebooks Automate and manage your infrastructure as code using Terraform Monitor and manage costs when you
grow beyond the Always Free platform Who This Book Is For Database administrators and application developers who want to
learn about Oracle’s cloud offerings, application developers seeking a robust platform on which to build and deploy modest
applications at zero cost, and developers and administrators interested in exploring Oracle Application Express running on a selfmanaging, self-tuning Oracle Database
Physical retail isn’t dead—but boring retail is! Remarkable Retail equips the savvy retailer with eight essential strategies to bounce
back from the covid-19 downturn and thrive in the years to come. Digital technology has profoundly altered the competitive
landscape for retailers. Although the shutdown of 2020 didn’t cause this trend, it has dramatically accelerated it, collapsing
retailers’ transformation timeline into a matter of months, not years. In Remarkable Retail, industry thought leader Steve Dennis
argues that it’s no longer enough merely to offer convenience, decent prices, or an okay shopping experience. Even very good is
no longer good enough. To win and keep customers today, retailers must be nothing short of remarkable. In most retail categories,
digital channels are now central to the consumer’s journey, but that doesn’t mean people aren’t also shopping in stores; they’re
just using them differently, often browsing in one channel and buying in the other. The line between digital and physical stores has
been virtually erased; The customer is the channel. Retailers who resist this fact are doomed to perish. The future belongs to
those who find new ways to create a remarkable, harmonized customer experience at every touchpoint. Although we saw some
high-profile retail brands become casualties of the pandemic, it turns out many of those had underlying conditions, while retailers
who had already embarked upon the road to remarkable not only survived but actually emerged in better health than before.
Packed with illuminating case studies from some of modern retail’s biggest success stories, quick pivots and impressive
rebounds, Remarkable Retail presents eight essential strategies for visionary leaders who are prepared to reimagine their way of
doing business. A remarkable retailer is digitally enabled, human centered, harmonized, mobile, personal, connected, memorable,
and radical. In an age where consumers have short attention spans, myriad options, and a digitally integrated relationship with
every brand, Remarkable Retail is your crucial roadmap to creating a powerful retail experience that keeps your customers coming
back for more.
Logging in Action is a guide to streamlining your log processing, turning logged data into a tool that will boost your application’s
performance. Fluentd unifies your data collection in a language- and platform-agnostic manner. It brings together data from your
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databases, system logs, and application events, filters out the noise, and then structures that data so it can be easily fed out to
multiple destinations. Logging in Action teaches you how to use this free and open source tool to make your log processing a real
asset for your application. Logging in Action is a guide to streamlining your log processing, turning logged data into a tool that will
boost your application’s performance. It’s packed with tips and tricks on how proper Fluentd log management can improve your
application’s security, speed, and cost-effectiveness. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub
formats from Manning Publications.
Provides beginning DBAs and developers with a solid foundation in the database administration and programming basics needed
to embark on an Oracle career. The focus is on Oracle Database 10g, but you’ll get the fundamentals applicable to all Oracle
database releases.
A hands-on, introductory book about managing infrastructure with Terraform. Start small and then build on what you learn to scale up to
complex infrastructure. Written for both developers and sysadmins. Focuses on how to build infrastructure and applications with Terraform.
The book contains: Chapter 1: An Introduction to Terraform Chapter 2: Installing Terraform Chapter 3: Building our first application Chapter 4:
Provisioning and Terraform Chapter 5: Collaborating with Terraform Chapter 6: Building a multi-environment architecture Chapter 7:
Infrastructure testing Updated for Terraform 0.12!
Implementing Oracle API Platform Cloud Service moves from theory to practice using the newest Oracle API management platform. This
critical new platform for Oracle developers allows you to interface the complex array of services your clients expect in the modern world.
Get to grips with programming techniques and game development using C++ libraries and Visual Studio 2019 Key Features Learn game
development and C++ with a fun, example-driven approach Build clones of popular games such as Timberman, Zombie Survival Shooter, a
co-op puzzle platformer, and Space Invaders Discover tips to expand your finished games by thinking critically, technically, and creatively
Book Description The second edition of Beginning C++ Game Programming is updated and improved to include the latest features of Visual
Studio 2019, SFML, and modern C++ programming techniques. With this book, you’ll get a fun introduction to game programming by building
five fully playable games of increasing complexity. You’ll learn to build clones of popular games such as Timberman, Pong, a Zombie
survival shooter, a coop puzzle platformer and Space Invaders. The book starts by covering the basics of programming. You’ll study key C++
topics, such as object-oriented programming (OOP) and C++ pointers, and get acquainted with the Standard Template Library (STL). The
book helps you learn about collision detection techniques and game physics by building a Pong game. As you build games, you’ll also learn
exciting game programming concepts such as particle effects, directional sound (spatialization), OpenGL programmable shaders, spawning
objects, and much more. Finally, you’ll explore game design patterns to enhance your C++ game programming skills. By the end of the book,
you’ll have gained the knowledge you need to build your own games with exciting features from scratch What you will learn Set up your
game development project in Visual Studio 2019 and explore C++ libraries such as SFML Explore C++ OOP by building a Pong game
Understand core game concepts such as game animation, game physics, collision detection, scorekeeping, and game sound Use classes,
inheritance, and references to spawn and control thousands of enemies and shoot rapid-fire machine guns Add advanced features to your
game using pointers, references, and the STL Scale and reuse your game code by learning modern game programming design patterns Who
this book is for This book is perfect for you if you have no C++ programming knowledge, you need a beginner-level refresher course, or you
want to learn how to build games or just use games as an engaging way to learn C++. Whether you aspire to publish a game (perhaps on
Steam) or just want to impress friends with your creations, you’ll find this book useful.
Master Oracle Fusion Applications Design and Personalization Deliver highly adaptable business applications that bolster productivity and
drive informed decision-making. Oracle Fusion Applications Development and Extensibility Handbook contains best practices, real-world case
studies, and technical deep dives. Discover how to manage design- and run-time customizations, extend existing UIs and build new ones,
secure your applications, and integrate with other systems. This Oracle Press guide offers complete coverage of the latest cloud and SOAbased features. Explore Oracle Fusion Applications components and architecture Plan, develop, debug, and deploy customizations Extend
out-of-the-box functionality with Oracle JDeveloper Modify web applications using Oracle Composer Incorporate Oracle SOA Suite 11g
composites Validate code through sandboxes and test environments Secure data using authorization, authentication, and encryption Design
and distribute personalized BI reports Automate jobs with Oracle Enterprise Scheduler Change appearance and branding of your applications
with the Oracle ADF Skin Editor Extend and customize CRM with Application Composer
Ten Strategies of a World-Class Cyber Security Operations Center conveys MITRE's accumulated expertise on enterprise-grade computer
network defense. It covers ten key qualities of leading Cyber Security Operations Centers (CSOCs), ranging from their structure and
organization, to processes that best enable smooth operations, to approaches that extract maximum value from key CSOC technology
investments. This book offers perspective and context for key decision points in structuring a CSOC, such as what capabilities to offer, how to
architect large-scale data collection and analysis, and how to prepare the CSOC team for agile, threat-based response. If you manage, work
in, or are standing up a CSOC, this book is for you. It is also available on MITRE's website, www.mitre.org.
Getting Started with Oracle WebLogic Server 12c is a fast-paced and feature-packed book, designed to get you working with Java EE 6, JDK
7 and Oracle WebLogic Server 12c straight away, so start developing your own applications.Getting Started with Oracle WebLogic Server
12c: Developer's Guide is written for developers who are just getting started, or who have some experience, with Java EE who want to learn
how to develop for and use Oracle WebLogic Server. Getting Started with Oracle WebLogic Server 12c: Developer's Guide also provides a
great overview of the updated features of the 12c release, and how it integrates Java EE 6 and JDK 7 to remove boilerplate code.
Explores cloud computing, breaking down the concepts, models, mechanisms, and architectures of this technology while allowing for the
financial assessment of resources and how they compare to traditional storage systems.
Aiming to give new or recent beginners a practical and entertaining book that lets them start working quickly on Oracle Service Cloud, this
resource teaches not just the mechanics of the application, but also of the architecture, logic and features available. -There are three parts to tuning an Oracle database: data modeling, SQL code tuning and physical database configuration. A data model
contains tables and relationships between tables. Tuning a data model involves normalization and de-normalization. Different approaches are
required depending on the application, such as OLTP or a Data Warehouse. Inappropriate database design can make SQL code impossible
to tune. Poor data modeling can have a most profound effect on database performance since all SQL code is constructed from the data
model. Poorly written SQL code is often a culprit of performance problems and is expensive to rectify. However, tuning of SQL code is
generally cheaper than changing the data model. SQL code tends to be contained inside independent blocks within applications or stored
procedures. Physical database tuning involves hardware resource usage, networking and various other Oracle things such as configuration
and file distribution. Physical configuration is often a culprit of poor performance where Oracle is installed with defaults, and never altered by
an expert. *Includes all three aspects of Oracle database tuning: data model tuning, SQL & PL/SQL code tuning, physical plus configuration
tuning *Contains experienced guidance and real-world examples using large datasets *Emphasizes development as opposed to operating
system perspective
Combine high volume data movement, complex transformations and real-time data integration with the robust capabilities of ODI in this
practical guide.
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“Do more with SOA Integration: Best of Packt” takes less of a discussion, and a more value approach to helping you to learn all you can
about SOA integration. A medley of eight Packt books; each chapter has its own unique style so that you can learn from not only content
written in a step-by-step tutorial style, but also from handbook and cookbook chapters. If you are a SOA architect or consultant who wants to
extend your knowledge of SOA integration with the help of a wide variety of Packt books, particularly covering Oracle tools and products, then
“Do more with SOA Integration: Best of Packt” is for you. You should have a good grasp of Service Oriented Architecture, but not necessarily
of integration principles. Knowledge of vendor-specific tools would be an advantage but is not essential.
Create web and database applications with Oracle JDeveloper 10g--the complete, integrated Java development environment--with help from
this comprehensive, real-world resource. Many chapters contain hands-on practices and source code examples reinforcing vital concepts.
It’s all here--from the nuts-and-bolts of J2EE applications, servlets, and JavaServer Pages technology to advanced development using the
Oracle Application Development Framework. From the exclusive publishers of Oracle Press books, Oracle JDeveloper 10g Handbook will
have you developing Java-based applications in no time.
This book is an anthology of effective database management techniques representing the collective wisdom of the OakTable Network. With
an emphasis upon performance—but also branching into security, national language, and other issues—the book helps you deliver the most
value for your company’s investment in Oracle Database technologies. You’ll learn to effectively plan for and monitor performance, to
troubleshoot systematically when things go wrong, and to manage your database rather than letting it manage you.
This book covers all aspects of VB that will help you to jump into real-world projects quickly and work independently. You'll work with various
end-to-end examples to help you reduce your R&D time during VB projects, and learn about the drag-and-drop approach to enable you to
build an app in a day.
Demystifying the power of the Oracle 12c database The Oracle database is the industry-leading relational database management system
(RDMS) used from small companies to the world’s largest enterprises alike for their most critical business and analytical processing. Oracle
12c includes industry leading enhancements to enable cloud computing and empowers users to manage both Big Data and traditional data
structures faster and cheaper than ever before. Oracle 12c For Dummies is the perfect guide for a novice database administrator or an
Oracle DBA who is new to Oracle 12c. The book covers what you need to know about Oracle 12c architecture, software tools, and how to
successfully manage Oracle databases in the real world. Highlights the important features of Oracle 12c Explains how to create, populate,
protect, tune, and troubleshoot a new Oracle database Covers advanced Oracle 12c technologies including Oracle Multitenant—the
"pluggable database" concept—as well as several other key changes in this release Make the most of Oracle 12c's improved efficiency,
stronger security, and simplified management capabilities with Oracle 12c For Dummies.
Transition from hosting your PeopleSoft applications in a traditional, on-premises data center to hosting those same applications in the Oracle
Cloud infrastructure. This functional and technical book helps you install and support PeopleSoft Cloud Manager and makes the case for
moving applications to the Oracle Cloud technology stack. You will learn about the use and cost of PeopleSoft instances in the cloud and how
to configure your PeopleSoft environments to take advantage of the Oracle Cloud platform. Managing PeopleSoft on the Oracle Cloud is a
resource for the functional analyst or IT manager tasked with moving PeopleSoft to the Oracle Cloud, as well as for the PeopleSoft system
administrator or developer tasked with keeping a PeopleSoft installation running smoothly. Multiple cloud use cases illustrate PeopleSoft
system configuration best practices, spell out specific requirements for running PeopleSoft Cloud Manager on the Oracle Cloud, and outline
tips and tricks for running PeopleSoft instances in the cloud. What You'll Learn Install and configure PeopleSoft Cloud Manager Subscribe to
maintenance releases and updates Create new topologies and build new environment templates Instantiate and manage PeopleSoft
instances using Cloud Manager Transition PeopleSoft from on site to in the cloud Who This Book Is For Technical PeopleSoft administrators
looking for best practices, tips, and tricks for moving PeopleSoft to the Oracle Cloud, as well as for IT managers building a case for such a
move. The book is an excellent choice for both functional and technical teams who are just starting out on their PeopleSoft cloud journey.
Gain a complete overview of Oracle CX Cloud Suite and its tools for functions ranging from marketing to sales and commerce to service Key
Features Make optimal use of your Oracle CX Cloud Suite to improve business results Achieve improved customer insights through Oracle
CX’s advanced capabilities Learn how to design a CX solution architecture Book Description Oracle CX Cloud offers features and
capabilities that help companies excel at sales, customer management, and much more. This book is a detailed guide to implementing cloud
solutions and helping administrators of all levels thoroughly understand the platform. Oracle CX Cloud Suite begins with an introduction to
high-level Oracle architecture and examines what CX offers over CRM. You’ll explore the different cloud-based tools for marketing, sales,
and customer services, among others. The book then delves into deployment by covering basic settings, setting up users, and provisioning.
You’ll see how to integrate the CX suite to work together to interact with the environment and connect with legacy systems, social
connectors, and internet services. The book concludes with a use case demonstrating how the entire Oracle CX Suite is set up, and also
covers how to leverage Oracle ICS and Oracle CX Cloud for hybrid deployment. By end of the book, you will have learned about the working
of the Oracle CX Cloud Suite and how to orchestrate user experience across all products seamlessly. What you will learn Differentiate
between Oracle CRM and CX Cloud suites Explore a variety of Oracle CX Cloud tools for marketing and sales Set up users and database
connections during deployment Employ Cloud Suite CX tools to aid in planning and analysis Implement hybrid Oracle CX solutions and
connect with legacy systems Integrate with social media connectors like Facebook and LinkedIn Leverage Oracle ICS and Oracle CX Suite to
improve business results Who this book is for This book is for administrators who want to develop and strengthen their Oracle CX Cloud Suite
skills in the areas of configuration and system management. Whether you are a new administrator or an experienced professional, this book
will enhance your understanding of the new Oracle CX features.
perfect for your family, it allows you to track and manage inventory in your pantry. no more guessing , now you will know the missing products
and save your money .This book is the perfect gift for any occasion - especially Mother's Day, Christmas and Birthday!Book size ( 6 x 9
inches )120 pages ( good quality paper )Black & white interior
Expert Oracle Application Express, 2nd Edition is newly updated for APEX 5.0 and brings deep insight from some of the best APEX
practitioners in the field today. You'll learn about important features in APEX 5.0, and how those can be applied to make your development
work easier and with greater impact on your business. Oracle Application Express (APEX) is an entirely web-based development framework
that is built into every edition of Oracle Database. The framework rests upon Oracle’s powerful PL/SQL language, enabling power users and
developers to rapidly develop applications that easily scale to hundreds, even thousands of concurrent users. APEX has seen meteoric
growth and is becoming the tool of choice for ad-hoc application development in the enterprise. The many authors of Expert Oracle
Application Express, 2nd Edition build their careers around APEX. They know what it takes to make the product sing—developing secure
applications that can be deployed globally to users inside and outside a large enterprise. The authors come together in this book to share
some of their deepest and most powerful insights into solving the difficult problems surrounding globalization, configuration and lifecycle
management, and more. New in this edition for APEX 5.0 is coverage of Oracle REST Data Services, map integration, jQuery with APEX,
and the new Page Designer. You’ll learn about debugging and performance, deep secrets to customizing your application u ser interface,
how to secure applications from intrusion, and about deploying globally in multiple languages. Expert Oracle Application Express, 2nd Edition
is truly a book that will move you and your skillset a big step towards the apex of Application Express development. Contains all-new content
on Oracle REST Data Services, jQuery in APEX, and map integration Addresses globalization and other concerns of enterprise-level
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development Shows how to customize APEX for your own application needs
Understand everything you need to know about Oracle's Integration Cloud Service and how to utilize it optimally for your business About This
Book The only guide to Integration Cloud Service in the market Focused on practical action to deliver business value A professional's guide
to an expensive product, providing comprehensive training, and showing how to extract real business value from the product Who This Book
Is For This book is ideal for any IT professional working with ICS, any Oracle application or cloud solution developer or analyst who wants to
work with ICS to deliver business value. What You Will Learn Use ICS to integrate different systems together without needing to be a
developer Gain understanding of what a number of technologies and standards provide – without needing to understand the fine details of
those standards and technologies Understand the use of connectors that Oracle provide from technology based connections such as file and
database connections to SaaS solutions ranging from Salesforce to Twitter Enrich data and extend SaaS integration to route to different
instances Utilize a number of tools to help develop and check that your integrations work before connecting to live systems Introduce and
explain integration concepts so that the integrations created are maintainable and sustainable for the longer term Provide details on how to
keep up to date with the features that Oracle and partners provide in the future Get special connections developed to work with ICS In Detail
Businesses are built on data, and applications that access that data. In modern businesses the same cloud-based data stores and
applications might be accessed by hundreds of different applications from thousands of different devices via APIs. To make this happen, APIs
must be wired together i.e. integrated. Oracle Integration Cloud Service provides a complete method for integrating enterprise applications in
the cloud. Integration Cloud Service (ICS) provides a cloud hosted means to integrate systems together using a graphical means to define
and represent integrations. This book will be a comprehensive, hands-on guide to building successful, high-availability integrations on ICS.
This book sets out to demonstrate how ICS can be used to effectively implement integrations that work both in the cloud and on premise. It
starts with a fast, practical introduction to what ICS can do for your business and then shows how ICS allows you to develop integrations not
only quickly but in a way that means they are maintainable and extensible. Gradually it moves into more advanced integrations, showing how
to achieve sophisticated results with ICS and work with external applications. Finally the book shows you how to monitor cloud apps and go
beyond ICS to build even more powerful integrated applications. By the end of the book, you will the knowledge on how to use ICS to solve
your own integration needs and harness the technologies in a maintainable and sustainable manner. Style and approach This book will take a
pragmatic approach and will be a business-focused guide to delivering business value with ICS.
The number of evangelicals joining the Roman Catholic or the Eastern Orthodox Church has markedly increased during the last thirty years.
Church history definitely played an important role in their decision. This phenomenon is noteworthy because many of these converts are welleducated, former evangelical ministers. Following the apostles death, how did church life evolve under the influence of sacramental teaching
and worship? This study provides a detailed discussion of the two great Christian sacraments: baptism and the Lords Supper, and of the
ancient churches views concerning salvation, Mary, the saints and their images. Ken Guindon provides us with a passionate discussion of the
questions Christians face today as they examine history for foundations for faith. Here, the apostolic and biblical faith confronts the liturgical
and sacramental views of both the Roman Catholic and Orthodox Churches. Written with a loving heart, this work is worth reading by
everyone interested in authentic Christianity and is particularly helpful for anyone who is tempted to think that age and claims to infallibility are
criteria of the true church. Robert L. Saucy, Distinguished Professor of Systematic Theology Talbot School of Theology, Biola University
Raised in the Catholic Church, Ken thirsted for God. He spent sixteen years in the Jehovahs Witnesses and after months of spiritual struggle,
Ken found Jesus Christ as his Savior. Baptized in the First Baptist Church of Van Nuys, California and later ordained to the ministry, he
began a ministry to evangelize other religions and cults. In 1978, the Guindon family moved to France where he served as a missionary with
the Torchbearer Fellowship and laterwith Baptist Mid-Missions. Ken trained catechists in Mexico and he spoke and wrote programming for
Spanish language radio in the Los Angeles area. He is retired and lives in Florid
Use this fast-paced and comprehensive guide to build cloud-based solutions on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. You will understand cloud
infrastructure, and learn how to launch new applications and move existing applications to Oracle Cloud. Emerging trends in software
architecture are covered such as autonomous platforms, infrastructure as code, containerized applications, cloud-based container
orchestration with managed Kubernetes, and running serverless workloads using open-source tools. Practical examples are provided. This
book teaches you how to self-provision the cloud resources you require to run and scale your custom cloud-based applications using a
convenient web console and programmable APIs, and you will learn how to manage your infrastructure as code with Terraform. You will be
able to plan, design, implement, deploy, run, and monitor your production-grade and fault-tolerant cloud software solutions in Oracle's data
centers across the world, paying only for the resources you actually use. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure is part of Oracle's new generation cloud
that delivers a complete and well-integrated set of Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) capabilities (compute, storage, networking), edge
services (DNS, web application firewall), and Platform as a Service (PaaS) capabilities (such as Oracle Autonomous Database which
supports both transactional and analytical workloads, the certified and fully managed Oracle Kubernetes Engine, and a serverless platform
based on an open-source Fn Project). Oracle Autonomous Database which supports both transactional and analytical workloads), and
Oracle's certified and managed Container Engine for Kubernetes. What You Will Learn Build software solutions on Oracle Cloud Automate
cloud infrastructure with CLI and Terraform Follow best practices for architecting on Oracle Cloud Employ Oracle Autonomous Database to
obtain valuable data insights Run containerized applications on Oracle’s Container Engine for Kubernetes Understand the emerging Cloud
Native ecosystem Who This Book Is For Cloud architects, developers, DevOps engineers, and technology students and others who want to
learn how to build cloud-based systems on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) leveraging a broad range of OCI Infrastructure as a Service
(IAAS) capabilities, Oracle Autonomous Database, and Oracle's Container Engine for Kubernetes. Readers should have a working
knowledge of Linux, exposure to programming, and a basic understanding of networking concepts. All exercises in the book can be done at
no cost with a 30-day Oracle Cloud trial.
Expert guidance on administering the highly complex Oracle E-Business Suite Time-proven best practices Tried and tested scripts, notes,
and references Covers all vital admin tasks, including configuration, monitoring, performance tuning, troubleshooting, and patching
This cookbook is full of immediately useable recipes showing you how to develop service and message-oriented (integration) applications on
the Oracle Service Bus. In addition to its cookbook style, which ensures the solutions are presented in a clear step-by-step manner, the
explanations go into great detail, which makes it good learning material for everyone who has experience in OSB and wants to improve. Most
of the recipes are designed in such a way that each recipe is presented as a separate, standalone entity and reading of prior recipes is not
required. The finished solution of each recipe is also made available electronically. If you are an intermediate SOA developer who is using
Oracle Service Bus to develop service and message-orientated applications on the Oracle Service Bus, then this book is for you. This book
assumes that you have a working knowledge of fundamental SOA concepts and Oracle Service Bus.

"Customers are the heart of any business. But we can't succeed if we develop only one talk addressed to the 'average customer.'
Instead we must know each customer and build our individual engagements with that knowledge. If Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) is going to work, it calls for skills in Customer Data Integration (CDI). This is the best book that I have seen on
the subject. Jill Dyché is to be complimented for her thoroughness in interviewing executives and presenting CDI." -Philip Kotler, S.
C. Johnson Distinguished Professor of International Marketing Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern University "In this
world of killer competition, hanging on to existing customers is critical to survival. Jill Dyché's new book makes that job a lot easier
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than it has been." -Jack Trout, author, Differentiate or Die "Jill and Evan have not only written the definitive work on Customer Data
Integration, they've made the business case for it. This book offers sound advice to business people in search of innovative ways
to bring data together about customers-their most important asset-while at the same time giving IT some practical tips for
implementing CDI and MDM the right way." -Wayne Eckerson, The Data Warehousing Institute author of Performance
Dashboards: Measuring, Monitoring, and Managing Your Business Whatever business you're in, you're ultimately in the customer
business. No matter what your product, customers pay the bills. But the strategic importance of customer relationships hasn't
brought companies much closer to a single, authoritative view of their customers. Written from both business and
technicalperspectives, Customer Data Integration shows companies how to deliver an accurate, holistic, and long-term
understanding of their customers through CDI.
Administrators, more technically savvy than their managers, have started to secure the networks in a way they see as appropriate.
When management catches up to the notion that security is important, system administrators have already altered the goals and
business practices. Although they may be grateful to these people for keeping the network secure, their efforts do not account for
all assets and business requirements Finally, someone decides it is time to write a security policy. Management is told of the
necessity of the policy document, and they support its development. A manager or administrator is assigned to the task and told to
come up with something, and fast! Once security policies are written, they must be treated as living documents. As technology and
business requirements change, the policy must be updated to reflect the new environment--at least one review per year.
Additionally, policies must include provisions for security awareness and enforcement while not impeding corporate goals. This
book serves as a guide to writing and maintaining these all-important security policies.
Accelerate your digital transformation and break down silos with Microsoft Dynamics 365 It’s no secret that running a business
involves several complex parts like managing staff, financials, marketing, and operations—just to name a few. That’s where
Microsoft Dynamics 365, the most profitable business management tool, comes in. In Microsoft Dynamics 365 For Dummies,
you’ll learn the aspects of the program and each of its applications from Customer Service to Financial Management. With expert
author Renato Bellu’s clear instructions and helpful tips, you’ll be managing to your fullest advantage before you know it. Let’s
get started! Digitally transform your business by connecting CRM and ERP Use data to make decisions across all business
functions Integrate Dynamics 365 with Office 365 and LinkedIn Manage financials and operations Are you running a dynamic
business? This book shows you how!
Quickly Get Up and Running on Oracle Database Exadata Cloud Service Quickly install, configure, and start using Oracle
Database Exadata Cloud Service with the hands-on information contained in this comprehensive Oracle Press guide. Designed for
easy learning, the book features real-world examples, detailed illustrations, and step-by-step instructions. Oracle Database
Exadata Cloud Service: A Beginner’s Guide walks you through the basics and shows you how to provision, create, and deploy
databases. Basic system administration tasks, including data backup and recovery, software patching, and system updating, are
clearly explained. Advanced monitoring and data compression techniques are also covered. Inside, you’ll discover how to: •Set
up and configure Oracle Database Exadata Cloud Service•Navigate the user interface•Work with tooling and CLIs•Deploy smart
scans and storage indexes•Employ the latest compression techniques•Handle Oracle Exadata resource management•Administer
Oracle Exadata Smart Flash Cache•Manage and monitor your Oracle Exadata Cloud Service•Migrate to Oracle Exadata Cloud
Service TAG: For a complete list of Oracle Press titles, visit www.OraclePressBooks.com.
Developers often struggle when first encountering the cloud. Learning about distributed systems, becoming familiar with
technologies such as containers and functions, and knowing how to put everything together can be daunting. With this practical
guide, you’ll get up to speed on patterns for building cloud native applications and best practices for common tasks such as
messaging, eventing, and DevOps. Authors Boris Scholl, Trent Swanson, and Peter Jausovec describe the architectural building
blocks for a modern cloud native application. You’ll learn how to use microservices, containers, serverless computing, storage
types, portability, and functions. You’ll also explore the fundamentals of cloud native applications, including how to design,
develop, and operate them. Explore the technologies you need to design a cloud native application Distinguish between containers
and functions, and learn when to use them Architect applications for data-related requirements Learn DevOps fundamentals and
practices for developing, testing, and operating your applications Use tips, techniques, and best practices for building and
managing cloud native applications Understand the costs and trade-offs necessary to make an application portable
Embraces both the theoretical background and the practical implementation of CRM strategy. Also comprises of elements of
marketing, accounting, human resources, information technology and strategic management to ensure that it provides a
comprehensive and fully developed introductory text.
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